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There’s always a party somewhere. Whether you’re hitting the clubs with friends, throwing a house party or doing a bachelorette weekend, you want some fun
clothes. Myrda J has several pieces that will look and feel good no matter where the night takes you. Since Myrda J clothes are plus petite, the fit is perfect. No more
short skirts that are too long or leggings that bunch at the ankles.
When your clothes fit this well, you can relax and enjoy the party.

Tulip Petite Plus Dress with Snake Sash
This faux wrap dress is looking for a good time. The short tulip hem shows off your legs and gives you room to dance the night
away. The snake print sash adds a dash of wildness that won’t clash with any other accessories you pile on.
Wear it with barely any jewelry on hot summer nights, and bold statement jewelry when the temperature drops. This sleeveless, low
cut number will keep you cool on the dance floor without exposing too much skin.

Colorblock Overlay Petite Plus Dress
This dress features an asymmetrical peplum that gives this little black dress some vavavoom. The loosefitting peplum covers your
midsection, so you can skip the shapewear. The faux wrap top shows off your curves, or add a sparkly pin for more coverage.

Harem Pants
Myrda J’s harem pants are as comfy as they are chic. A 2inch waistband keeps them in place no matter how much you shake your
booty. The waistband also cinches and controls your middle. Pair them with a crop top. Want more coverage? Add a belt (as pictured).
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Moto Mesh Leggings
The Moto Mesh Leggings look amazing on their own, or under a micro mini. Wear them with an
oversized top for day, then switch to a close fitting top for a night on the town. Layer on a moto
jacket for a biker chic look.
The mesh cutouts display a tantalizing glimpse of skin while offering coverage.

Chiffon Gathered Top
This top plays peek a boo with your middle. It lets you show off some skin while remaining covered. Wear it with jeans or the Moto
Mesh Leggings for a fun, sexy look. Up top, the mesh gives a peek at your underthings, so be sure to wear your favorite bra – or a
camisole for more coverage.
The gathers create a soft hourglass silhouette, while the short sleeves keep you from being too exposed.

Plan to Party
Don’t just throw together any old outfit an hour before you head out for the evening. A good wardrobe is ready for anything. Treat yourself to a few party outfits so
they’ll be there when you need them. Myrda J makes it easy to be ready for anything.
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